Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = WHITE  2 = DARK BLUE  3 = YELLOW  4 = ORANGE  5 = RED  6 = LIGHT BLUE  7 = BLACK
Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = WHITE  2 = YELLOW  3 = GRAY  4 = PINK  5 = RED  6 = PURPLE  7 = GREEN
NOW STREAMING
NETFLIX

TURBO
FAST
COLOR BY NUMBER

Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = WHITE    2 = CREAM    3 = GRAY    4 = PURPLE    5 = BLACK    6 = RED    7 = BLUE    8 = YELLOW
Now Streaming

Netflix

DreamWorks
Turbo FAST
Color by Number

Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = WHITE  2 = PINK  3 = GREEN  4 = PURPLE  5 = RED  6 = BLUE  7 = BROWN  8 = GRAY

Turbo FAST © 2015 DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. All Rights Reserved.
Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = TAN     2 = YELLOW     3 = DARK BROWN     4 = BLUE     5 = BLACK     6 = RED     7 = GREEN